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Abstract. Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs) of heavy ions involve long range electromag-

netic interactions at impact parameters larger than sum of their radii where hadronic in-

teraction is largely suppressed and the exchanged photon materializes into qq(bar) bound

state after interacting with the gluonic field of the target proton or ion. Photoproduction

of heavy vector mesons (J/psi, Upsilon) thus provide direct information on the gluon dis-

tribution functions in the nucleon/nucleus at very low values of Bjorken-x. The CMS

experiment has excellent capabilities for the measurement of the heavy vector mesons in

the dimuon decay channel using the tracker and the muon chambers. The measured co-

herent J/psi photoproduction cross section in ultraperipheral Pb-Pb collisions using 2011

PbPb data and Upsilon photoproduction in ultraperipheral pPb collisions during 2013,

will be presented. The prospects for future measurements using the data collected in the

2015 PbPb run will also be described.

1 Introduction

1.1 Coherent J/ψ production in PbPb UPCs

Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs) of protons and ions involve electromagnetic interactions at impact

parameters larger than the sum of the radii of colliding nuclei. These photon-nucleus and photon-

photon collisions are produced at the LHC in abundance [1][2]. The cross section for photon-nucleus

collisions is proportional to Z2, where Z is the charge of the nucleus. The cross section for pro-

ducing vector mesons such as J/ψ, ψ(2S ) and Υ is proportional to the square of the nuclear gluon

density [3][4]. the gluon distribution function within nuclei is poorly constrained, especially at low

Bijorken-x. This is currently a subject of strong interest since it dominates the initial state of heavy

ion collisions. Photoproduction of vector mesons has been studied with lepton beams [5] and later

at the electron-proton collider HERA [6][7]. The STAR and PHENIX collaborations at RHIC have

studied ρ0 and J/ψ production in ultraperipheral AuAu collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV [8][9]. These

studies were not able to considerably constrain the nuclear gluon distribution function due to the small

sample size. The production rate for UPC physics processes is much higher at the LHC. By measur-

ing coherent J/ψ photoproduction in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, the ALICE

collaboration has found evidence that the nuclear gluon density is below that expected for a simple

superposition of protons and neutrons in the nucleus[10][11].

1.2 Exclusive Υ production in pPb UPCs

In UPCs, hadrons (ions) interact electromagnetically where an exchanged (quasi)real photon material-

izes into a qq bound state after interacting with the gluon field of the target proton (ion) [2]. Since the
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Figure 1. Diagrams representing exclusive Υ

photoproduction (left), and exclusive dimuon

QED continuum (right) in pPb collisions. p
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incoming hadrons remain intact after the interaction and no other particles are produced in the event,

the process is called "exclusive". Given that the photon flux scales with the square of the emitting

charge (Z2), the emission of quarireal photons from the Pb-ion is strongly enhanced compared to that

from the proton. Figure 1 (left) shows the diagram for exclusive Υ photoproduction in pPb collisions,

dominated by the process pPb → (γp) → pΥ(nS)Pb. Similarly, the exchanged photon can interact

with another equivalently radiated photon from the other hadron leading to two-photon collisions fol-

lowed by exclusive dilepton production as shown in Fig. 1 (right) [2][12]. Since we are interested in

studying exclusive Υ production via its dilepton decay, such photon-photon continuum constitutes a

non-irreducible background for our signal.

2 Results

2.1 Coherent J/ψ photoproduction in ultra-peripheral PbPb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV

The coherent J/ψ photoproduction cross section in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76

TeV, in conjunction with at least one neutron on the side of the interaction point and no neutron

activity on the other side, is measured to be dσcoh
XnOn/dy(J/ψ) = 0.36 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.04(syst) mb in

the rapidity interval 1.8 < |y| < 2.3. This measurement is extrapolated to the total coherent J/ψ cross

section, resulting in dσcoh/dy(J/ψ) = 1.82 ± 0.22(stat) ± 0.20(syst) ± 0.19(theo) mb in the measured

rapidity interval. These results complement recent measurements on coherent J/ψ photoproduction

in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV by the ALICE collaboration. An impulse

approximation model prediction is strongly disfavored, indicating that nuclear effects expected to be

present at low x and Q2 values are needed to describe the data. The prediction given by the leading

twist approximation, which includes nuclear gluon shadowing, is consistent with the data.

2.2 Exclusive Υ photoproduction in ultra-peripheral pPb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV

We reported the first measurement of the exclusive photoproduction of Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) mesons in the

μ+μ− decay modes in ultraperipheral pPb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV, using data collected with the

CMS detector in 2013, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 32.6 inverse nb. The exclusive

photoproduction cross sections have been measured as a function of the photon-proton center of mass

energy in the range 91 < Wγp < 826 GeV, probing the region of parton fractional momenta in the

proton x ≈ 10−4 −10−2, bridging a previously unexplored region between HERA and LHCb measure-

ments. Our data are compatible with a power law dependence of σ(Wγ), disfavouring faster rising

extrapolations of HERA results (STARLIGHT) and LO pQCD predictions. The differential cross sec-

tion dσ/d|t|, has been also measured in the range |t| < 1.0 GeV2, and the exponential spectral slope

b = 4.5 ± 1.7(stat) ± 0.6(syst) GeV−2 has been extracted, in agreement with earlier measurements and

consistent with predictions based on pQCD models. The data presented here provide new constraints

for the evolution of the gluon density at low values of fractional momenta x in the proton.
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Figure 2. Results from the simultaneous fit to dimuon invariant mass (left) and pT (right) distributions from

opposite-sign muon pairs with pT < 10 GeV, 1.8 < |y| < 2.3 and 2.6 < m(μ+μ−) < 3.5 GeV for the XnOn break-up

mode, after all selections are applied. In the left panel the green curve represents the γ + γ component (second-

order polynomial) and the black curve the sum of the γ + γ, coherent J/ψ, and incoherent J/ψ components. In

the right panel the green, red, and blue curves represent γ + γ, coherent J/ψ and incoherent J/ψ conponents.

Only statistical uncertaintied are shown. The data are not corrected by acceptance and efficiencies, and the MC

templates are folded with the detector response simulation.
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CMS Figure 3. Differential cross section ver-

sus rapidity for coherent J/ψ produc-

tion in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions

at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, measured by

ALICE[2] and CMS. the vertical er-

ror bars include the statistical and sys-

tematic uncertainties added in quadra-

ture, and the horizontal bars represent

the range of the measurements in y.

Also the impulse approximation and

the leading twist approximation calcu-

lations are shown.

Figure 4. Invariant mass distribution for the μ+μ− pairs

in the range 8 < Mμ+μ− < 12 GeV. The three peaks cor-

respond to the Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and Υ(3S) mesons. The

fit to the data is performed with ROOFIT. The blue

line corresponds to the polynomial fit to the two-photon

QED continuum, the red dashed line to the Gaussian fit

of the resonances. The corresponding number of events

are indicated in the legend.
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Figure 5. Distributions of the

transverse momentum squared

p2
T and rapidity y of the muon

pairs with invariant mass 9.12 <

mμ+μ− < 10.64 GeV in the con-

bined pPb and Pbp samples.
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Figure 6. Cross section for exclusive

Υ(1S) photoproduction, γp → Υ(1S)p as

a function of photon-proton center-of-mass

energy.  (GeV) pγW
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